NISSAN TITAN deuce 2

These instructions replace steps 2 and 3 in the Deuce 2 owners manual.
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Item Part # Description

Clamp half 1703481 is installed in the Utility Track.

NOTE: If your Nissan Titan pickup does not have utility tracks, then
install the Deuce 2 side rails as shown in your Truxedo Lo Pro Deuce 2
Owners Manual 1117648.
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CAUTION

Tighten clamp assemblies securely
on side rails before driving vehicle.

1.
2.
3.
4.

1703482
1703481
1700369
1700429

MALE CLAMP
FEMALE CLAMP
CAP SCREW 3/8” X 1 3/4”
FLAT WASHER 3/8”

Install Underbody Rails: Slide 2 female clamp halves (1703481) into the track system as shown below. Using a grease pen, make a mark 30 1/4” back
from the bulkhead. Position the rear of the underbody rail flush with the mark you have made. The underbody rail will sit above the cargo track, seated against
both the inside and top of the pickup bed rail. With the underbody rail in place, insert the bolt through the washer, the male clamp half, and into the female clamp
half that you slid into the track. Tighten clamps to secure underbody rail in place.

30 1/4”

(CAB END)

Picture above shows underbody rail correctly installed to
track system.
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Install Underbody Rails: Slide 2 additional female clamp halves into the track system behind the underbody rail. Position the front of the side rail end
to end, touching the rear of the underbody rail. The side rail will also sit above the cargo track, against both the inside and top of the pickup bed rail. With the
side rail in place (pushing down to compress the weather seal), insert the bolt through the washer, the male clamp half, and into the female clamp half that you
slid into the track. Tighten clamps to secure the side rail in place. Repeat steps 1 & 2 on Passenger Side.
Underbody Rail
Side Rail

Utility track

Underbody rail and
side rail touching
end to end.

Picture above shows side rail correctly
installed to track system.

To finish installation, continue with step 4 in the Deuce 2 manual.
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